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Delivering an Excellent Customer Experience to Japan 

 
 

1. Targeted Customer and Product 
 

The product we are planning to release to market is a behavior tied monthly 

subscription auto liability product targeting people, aged 18-35, living in Japan local 

cities who drives car in daily life. 

Premium varies by driver’s behavior such as average driving speed, frequency of 

brake, distance of daily driving, and car related factors like type of car, manufactured 

date and whether specific parts to be insured additionally. 

We are aiming to provide 100% digital service, supported by cutting-edge AI and 

mobile technologies, in customer journey with competitive price and good quality to 

meet customer needs. 

 
 

2. Market Analysis 
 

According to the latest sigma report (Swiss Re. Institute), published by Swiss Re 
 

Institute, world advanced markets non-life insurance penetration, defined as insurance 

premiums/GDP, was 2.78% in 2018 while Japan marked 2.14%. Even though each 

country has its own insurance system which influence its market size and business 

model, this statistic shows that, as world’s third largest economy [World GDP Ranking] 

and one of the established retail markets, Japan still has great potential of growth in its 

non-life insurance market. 



 
 

 
 

 

According a research paper issued by Ministry of Finance [Ministry of Finance], Japan’s 
 

younger generation living in local cities use car more frequently than those in urban 

cities. Because of lower population density, public transportation system in local cities is 

not so developed as in metropolitan cities like Tokyo. Car is indispensable for daily life 

in those cities and that provides a stable market for us. 
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Nomura securities’ research [Nomura Securities] also shows a similar result and 
 

provides additional details that younger generation prefer environment and finance 

friendly cars. Because auto liability is mandatory in Japan for buying a car, we strongly 

believe younger generation in local cities would have the same expectation on auto 

liability products. 

 

 

 

Aged >=60 
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3. Customer experience 
 

Automobile liability products on the market from incumbent insurers are usually 

designed for rich support but in a high price at annual basis. Comparing to those high 

cost and complex services, our InsurTech enabled platform provides simpler policy, fully 

tailorable as well, for specific period to our customer in more reasonable price and 

extremely short period. 

To provide great customer service in good quality and competitive price, we are 

planning to setup a customer centric process consisting of below key items. 

a. One-tap cross channel personalization 
 

Provide an integrated interface across major SNS and Web, switchable 

seamlessly, to let customer connect with us in one tap and/or click. 

b. AI & mobile powered instant STP 
 

Automated underwriting and cashless payment will enable customer to utilize our 

service in an extremely convenient way with reasonable finance cost. 

c. Sustainable customer centricity 
 

A dedicated team in organization to lead customer experience improvement 

continuously. 

 
 

I. One-tap cross channel personalization 
 

KPMG’s research [KPMG] shows that personalization and integrity are two important 
 

pieces to engage customer and build up trust-based relationship for further up-sale 

and/or cross-sale opportunities. 



 
 
 

 

Based on Accenture’s research (Accenture) and Japanese government report (Ministry 
 

of Internal Affairs and Communications), most of the target customers use SNS such as 

Line, Facebook frequently on their smart phones. Rather than installing additional 

mobile application to get connected to external website, which is usually tailored for PC 

view, they prefer stress-free interface to directly connect to mobile native microsite by 

tapping hyperlinks in their SNS applications. 



 
 
 

 

Therefore, we will open a fully functional online shop in Line as our main digital 

distribution channel to directly intake any customer request while keeping request itself 

trackable on our internal system for additional support in a secure and effective way. 

Customer can connect/re-connect with us by follow/unfollow our official SNS account in 

one tap. We will also launch an equivalent human-friendly PC portal site to let 

customers seamlessly move across channels per their convenience so customer follow- 

up can be resumed effectively. 



Common services like illustration and application equipped with simplified forms will be 

provided thru API gateway as micro service and expansion to agencies can be achieved 

in a consistent manner easily. 

AI-enabled bots can absorb most of the workload allocated for FAQ level customer 

request as first line assistant. This will free up limited human resource that we will place 

in town for face-face professional consultation which is available via chat, phone or 

video conference from remote as well for deeper discussion. 

By taking this approach, our service would become much closer than ever to our 

customer and business partners and result in increase of engagement frequency 

consequently. 

 
 

II. AI & mobile enabled STP for smart risk management 
 

Middle office is another key area to achieve great customer satisfaction. Typical middle 

office related processes and interfaces are designed in transactional fashion per 

insurers convenience and resulted in poor customer experience. We will leverage AI, 

and image recognition related technology to complete risk evaluation, policy issue and 

first premium payment digitally in 30 minutes as a best scenario. 

By sharing the same data stream from front end, we foresee 70-80% underwriting 

request can be handled by AI independently and limited portion requires human 

interruption for judgement. In underwriting area, we would have to rely on external 

platformers like Line and/or Amazon as our strategic partner, especially at early stage, 

to establish social-credit-based risk evaluation process for instant fraud detection and 

smart rating by leveraging the power of big data and data analytics. This dependency is 



critical for our engagement model success which is featured as highly digital and lower 

cost. One thing we need to keep in mind is to engage multiple OAuth enabled platforms 

for risk diversification and mitigation. Meanwhile, we keep providing great customer 

service as our key strategy for customer loyalty retention and build up our own credit 

scoring system gradually. 

 

 
 
 

Categorized as Pioneers and Pragmatists in Accenture’s research report (Accenture), 
 

around 50% of customers are willing or have no substantial resistance to tag their SNS 

account to our customer management database and share their behavior data in case 

that can get their policies issued shortly in cheaper price. After customer upload photo 

of their ID document, picture of the car to be insured with location info embedded thru 

their smartphone, character and image recognition will boost NIGO detection and 

cleanse data noise in seconds. Underwriting, policy issuing, policy servicing and claims 



support for customer will get huge benefit from this preprocessor and can be automated 

drastically. 

 
 

To close the deal in STP fashion, we will support all popular cashless payment options 
 

(Dornhege) in Japan but promote digital payment systems as a priority by providing 

discount of premium. Unlike urban cities like Tokyo and Osaka, there are few corner 

shops for cash deposit and withdrawal in local town. Hence, digital payment is the 

suitable solution delivering true value to both our target customer and our company. 

 
 

III. Data-driven back office process 
 

Even though back office does not directly engage our customer, it usually consumes 

good amount of company’s spend by outsourcing most of the development and 

production support work to IT suppliers at a high price. This is an industrial issue in 

Japan, so we need to promote right sourcing seriously to retain knowledge and key 

capability inside, make delivery speed and quality under control which is crucial for us to 

enable the business model that our product relies on. 



 

 

IV. Engagement/client comms sharing at enterprise level 
 

Like back office, this is not a client facing topic but really a vital driver to build our 

company up to a true customer-first organization and sustain with such mind-set from 

long term perspective. However, as a commercial entity, we will always be required to 

pursuit revenue and profitability. Hence, we need a dedicated team to lead customer 

experience improvement related initiative for the company horizontally as below: 

a. Draw mid-term plan for customer experience improvement 
 

b. Setup KPI for relevant customer experience metrics 
 

c. Conduct KPI review and improvement discussion with teams constantly 
 

d. Develop and promote education and improvement programs such as 

resource rotation across teams to know our customer better 

e. Right balance between customer, digital, cost and efficiency 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

Consumption trend of insurance product is moving from possess to subscribe. 

Customer centric mindset is the key to establish and maintain great customer 

experience in such market movement. SMAC-based digital transformation is the major 

methodology and technology stack to implement such experience with agility. All 

insurers, especially digital insurers should focus on resolving customer’s life problems 

and deeply embrace digital technology to deliver timely solution as value proposition. 
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